Interhemispheric interzonal connections in the parietal cortex.
In acute experiments on cats immobilized by tubarine transcallosal responses (TCRs) to the stimulation of the visual or auditory cortex of the opposite hemisphere were investigated in the parietal associative region. It was found that interzonal heterotopical TCRs could be recorded along the entire surface of the parietal cortex and were in two forms: positive-negative or negative-positive. Positive-negative evoked potentials (EPs) had greater latent periods. Negative-positive TCRs disappeared after the corpus callosum section or after the section of intracortical pathways on the side of recording and/or stimulation. EPs with initial positivity changed insignificantly as a result of these operations. Interzonal TCRs were characterized by the presence of interhemispheric asymmetry. The amplitude of early components in visual-parietal EPs of any configuration appeared to be greater in the right hemisphere. These responses also had a greater latent period. According to the magnitude of the late positive wave in visual-parietal TCRs the left hemisphere appeared to be dominant. Interhemispheric asymmetry in audioparietal EPs was individual. The amplitude of the early positive component prevailed as to magnitude in the right hemisphere in males and in the left hemisphere in females. The late negative wave in animals of either sex was greater in the right hemisphere. The peculiarities of generation and interhemispheric asymmetry of different components in visual-parietal and audioparietal TCRs are discussed. A symmetricising function of the parietal associative cortex is suggested.